How do I embed poll questions using External URL in Canvas?

Tell Me

Polls or their live data can be embedded into certain areas of your Canvas courses. These can be Pages, Discussion Forums, Assignments, Quizzes, or Announcements.

1. **Login to Poll Everywhere**
2. Click the name of the poll question to open
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3. Click the **Present** button on the right side of screen
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4. Click (2) **Share** option to reveal several ways to share your poll question
5. **Copy the Shareable Response link**
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   Use this link to share with people on the web.

   `https://PollEv.com/multiple_choice_polls/5Yo7AgPl`

   People can respond without the poll being active.

6. In your Canvas course, identify the module with which you would like this survey to associate. If you need to create a module, you can do so with the **+Module** button at the top of the screen.
7. Within the desired module, select the + button located to the left across from the module title

8. Select External URL from the drop down menu

9. Paste the copied URL from Poll Everywhere into the URL space. Give your page a name with Page Name and select Add Item

10. Publish the page(s) and module by clicking on the Circle and Line icon. Your page is published if you see the green circle with a Check Mark inside

11. The embedded Poll Everywhere survey will appear in the Canvas Page
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